A systematic investigation of the inclusive cross sections for single-nucleon knockout reactions from p-shell nuclei has been performed. A total of seven reactions were studied for projectiles with masses between A = 7 and 10, having a wide range of nucleon separation energies. Results were obtained for a range of incident beam energies and targets. These differences were found to have a minimal impact on the deduced cross sections. Experimental results were compared to theoretical predictions based on variational Monte Carlo (VMC) nuclear structure calculations, whose radial overlap functions and neutron and proton densities were included in the reaction description. These results are compared with the conventional model, developed for heavier nuclei, that uses shell-model and Hartree-Fock structure inputs. The VMC-based calculations agreed with the experimental data for several reactions where deeply bound nucleons are removed but does not describe some of the more weakly bound nucleon removal cases with comparable accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
New insight into the complex structures of p-shell nuclei has recently been afforded through the combination of novel experimental techniques using rare-isotope beams and theoretical developments in nuclear structure calculations based on first-principles or ab initio approaches. Because these models do not rely on shell-model approximations, they offer a unique opportunity to study effects beyond truncated model space, effective interaction theories, including the role of three-body forces, pairing and continuum effects, clustering, and the influence of nucleon-nucleon (NN) correlations. For p-shell nuclei, in particular, tremendous theoretical progress has already been achieved using variational and Green's function Monte Carlo (VMC, GFMC) techniques [1] and the nocore shell model (NCSM) [2] . Comparisons to experimental measurements of electromagnetic transition rates [3] , matter radii [4] and masses [5] , and spectroscopic factors obtained from single-nucleon transfer reactions [6] [7] [8] and (e, e p) proton removal reactions [9] have all demonstrated effects that are not well described by the conventional shell model.
Single-neutron knockout reactions from intermediateenergy beams of 10 C and 10 Be on light nuclear targets have also demonstrated a sensitivity to differences in shell-model, NCSM, and VMC inputs to the reaction description [10] and so provide a complementary probe of wave functions that may assist the development of ab initio structure models. Previous analyses of proton knockout from the light and stable nuclei, 12 C and 16 O, showed that spectroscopic factors obtained from such knockout reactions were consistent with those derived * grinyer@ganil.fr † Present Address: CEA, Centre de Saclay, IRFU/Service de Physique Nucléaire, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France.
from (e, e p) [11] . Because knockout reactions can probe both unstable nuclei and neutron configurations, not accessible with the (e, e p) technique, they offer a more general tool that can be applied across the entire p shell. The present study expands on the previous work by including several additional cases with projectile masses from A = 7 to 10 that span a wide range of nucleon separation energy. This provides a sufficiently large and diverse data set with which to perform a systematic study of the results of using VMC nuclear-structure inputs to compute the inclusive knockout reaction cross sections. These predictions are compared to those of the conventional shell model. A significant feature of the present work is the study of mirror symmetry using the two mirror reaction pairs ( 9 Li, 8 Li)/( 9 C, 9 B) and ( 10 Be, 9 Li)/( 10 C, 9 C). A detailed discussion of the experimental method and the theoretical analysis performed for these p-shell nuclei is presented.
II. EXPERIMENT
A summary of the reactions studied is provided in Table I . The data set consists of a total of 10 inclusive singlenucleon knockout cross-section measurements performed at intermediate energies ranging between 80 and 120 MeV/u and that employed different reaction target materials (Be or C). A result from a previous experiment on the proton knockout from 9 C [12] has also been included in the present data set and was reanalyzed according to the formalism described below. In the present experiment, secondary beams of 7 Li, 9 Li, 10 Be, and 10 C were produced following projectile fragmentation of an 16 O primary beam accelerated to 150 MeV/u in the K500 and K1200 coupled cyclotrons at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL). Secondary beam energies of either 80 or 120 MeV/u were achieved by selecting between different thicknesses of the 9 Be primary production target (see TABLE I . Summary of p-shell knockout reactions studied. The primary production targets were 9 Be. Secondary reaction targets were 188(2) mg/cm 2 [12] or 376(4) mg/cm 2 9 Be or 403(5) mg/cm 2 nat C. a Experimental result from Ref. [12] . Table I ) that was located at the the entrance of the A1900 fragment separator [13] . The A1900 was operated with a momentum acceptance of p/p = 1% and a 450 mg/cm 2 Al wedge was placed at the intermediate image to purify the secondary beams based on their magnetic rigidity Bρ. Typical secondary-beam intensities of ∼10 5 ions/s were then delivered to the experimental area and were impinged on reaction targets of either 376(4) mg/cm 2 9 Be or 403(5) mg/cm 2 nat C located at the pivot point of the S800 spectrograph [14] . Secondary reaction products were identified on an event-by-event basis using the S800 focal-plane detection system that consisted of two x-y position-sensitive cathode read-out drift chamber (CRDC) detectors and followed by two large-area plastic scintillators of 3-mm and 5-cm thickness, respectively. The scintillators were used to determine the energy loss ( E) of the reaction residues passing through them and provided a start signal for a time-of-flight (TOF) measurement that was made relative to two thin (150 μm) plastic scintillators located 25 m upstream. An above-threshold signal from the 5-cm-thick scintillator was used to trigger the data acquisition. Trigger rates varied between 50 and 200 triggers/s that corresponded to data acquisition lives times of 90 and 75%, respectively. Inverse ray tracing of the particle trajectories through the 8-m flight path of the S800 was achieved using the ion-optics code COSY [15] .
Identification of the single nucleon knockout residues in the S800 focal plane used the E-TOF method of particle identification with the energy loss E determined from the 5-cm-thick scintillator. A typical identification spectrum is provided in Fig. 1 for a 10 C beam at 120 MeV/u on the nat C reaction target with a S800 magnetic rigidity setting of Bρ = 2.3438 Tm for the 9 C residues. The resolution was clearly sufficient to unambiguously distinguish the single nucleon knockout residues from other reaction products. Longitudinal-momentum distributions for light nuclei are relatively wide, with p/p ∼ 15%, compared to the ±2.5% momentum acceptance of the S800 spectrograph [14] . In order to measure the entire longitudinal-momentum distribution for each reaction, it was, therefore, necessary to collect data at several overlapping magnetic rigidities by adjusting the Bρ of the S800 in incremental steps of ∼2%. Between every change in magnetic rigidity, the dipoles of the S800 were first retuned to the unreacted setting (the Bρ corresponding to the incident beam) in order to provide independent measurements of the secondary beam intensity, purity, and overall transmission to the focal plane. Knockout data were collected at each rigidity setting for ∼2 h, while the unreacted beam runs between knockout settings were typically ∼10 min each. The difference in the magnetic field between the reacted and unreacted beam runs was of order ∼10% and internal NMR probes ensured that the dipoles had stabilized after each change in magnetic rigidity and before any data were collected. Reconstruction of the total momentum distribution, for each knockout residue, was then performed in software using the relative normalizations obtained from the total number of counts collected in the upstream scintillator for each run. The absolute normalization of the entire distribution was fixed using the data collected during the unreacted beam settings. A rigidity-dependent correction was then applied in the final stage of the analysis to account for the different live times of the data acquisition and the systematic losses associated with the angular acceptance of the spectrograph (described in detail below). An example of this reconstruction procedure is shown in Fig. 2 for 6 He residues following the proton knockout from an incident 7 Li beam. Other examples can be found in Fig. 1 of Ref. [10] for neutron knockout from 10 C and 10 Be. It should be emphasized that the excellent agreement in terms of the relative normalizations for each magnetic rigidity segment do not rely on any fitting procedure or include any free parameters. This provided an important and necessary consistency check of the analysis procedure.
Corrections to the experimental longitudinal-momentum distributions were required to determine the absolute cross sections and these arose primarily from three sources. The efficiencies of the CRDC detectors were determined on a runby-run basis from the ratio of the total number of reconstructed dσ/dp // (counts / (2 MeV/c)) 6 He proton knockout residues (from an incident 7 Li beam at 80 MeV/u) reconstructed from data collected at five overlapping magnetic rigidities. An eikonal-plus-Gaussian fit (solid line) was used to deduce the unobserved cross section in the tails of the distribution.
events that require a coincidence event between both CRDC detectors to the total number of trigger (singles) events in the 5-cm-thick focal-plane scintillator. This resulted in a 3% correction that was applied to the experimental distributions and was found to be relatively constant throughout the course of the experiment. A second correction was required to account for the dead time of the data acquisition and this was determined on a run-by-run basis by comparing two scalers counting identical outputs from a common pulse generator. One of the outputs of the pulse generator was sent directly to a scaler module, while the other output was, first, vetoed during the acquisition busy and then sent to an identical scaler. Dead-time corrections applied to the raw data varied between 10 and 25% depending on the particular reaction and magnetic rigidity settings used.
The third, and most significant, correction was required to account for losses associated with the finite angular acceptance of the S800 that is limited to ±3.5
• and ±5.0 • in the dispersive and nondispersive directions, respectively [14] . As the scattering angles of the reaction products are inversely proportional to their momentum, these corrections were maximal for the lightest mass residues at the lowest-incident beam energy. The most extreme case was that of proton knockout from 7 Li at 80 MeV/u, where the acceptance losses are clearly visible in Fig. 3 , particularly in the dispersive direction. The angular acceptance losses were observed to vary as a function of magnetic rigidity within a given reaction (see Fig. 3 ) with the smallest values of Bρ (the lowest momentum) requiring the largest corrections.
A correction procedure was developed to account for these rigidity-dependent losses that was based on the comparison of the experimental data to the transverse-momentum distributions expected theoretically as described in Ref. [16] . The theoretical transverse-momentum distributions were obtained using the same S matrices and input parameters that were used in the derivation of the single-particle cross sections described below. While these calculations were able to reproduce the approximate widths of the experimental transversemomentum distributions, they do not account for the observed variation of this width with magnetic rigidity. It was, therefore, necessary to match the widths of the theoretical distributions (and their overall normalizations) to the experimental data for scattering angles less than 3.5
• in both the dispersive and nondispersive directions. Below 3.5
• , angular-acceptance losses were assumed to be negligible. With the width and normalization factors applied, the tails of the theoretical distribution (for angles larger than 3.5
• ) were then compared to the experimental distributions at each magnetic rigidity in order to estimate the fraction of the data lost. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4 for the case of 9 C reaction residues following single neutron knockout from an incident beam of 10 C at 120 MeV/u. The difference between the normalized theoretical and symmetric eikonal distribution [ Fig. 4(a) ] and the experimental data [ Fig. 4(b) ] gives rise to an annular distribution [ Fig. 4(c) ] that was used to estimate the fraction of events lost. For the data shown in Fig. 4 , the ratio of the counts in the annulus to the total number of counts is 9 ± 6%. For the most extreme case of the 6 He residues shown in Fig. 3 , angularacceptance corrections of 34 ± 7%, 27 ± 6%, and 15 ± 6% were determined at 3.657, 3.773, and 4.000 Tm, respectively. The uncertainties on the correction factors are dominated by a ±5% uncertainty that was conservatively estimated to reflect any potential systematic bias introduced by this procedure.
With these corrections applied to the raw experimental data, the inclusive cross section was then determined from a fit to the longitudinal-momentum distribution (see, for example, the solid line in Fig. 2 ). The fit function was composed of a combination of the expected eikonal shape (see below) with a Gaussian distribution that was required to account for the commonly observed extended tail at low momenta caused by dissipative, stripping events in the target [17, 18] . A fit function, rather than direct integration of the corrected data, was required to account for the cross section in the low-and high-momentum tails of the experimental distributions and that were not observed in the experiment. In principle, these data could have been measured by selecting even further steps in magnetic rigidity. However, as their contribution to the inclusive cross section is rather small (less than 10% for all reactions studied), it follows that a significant amount of the total experimental time would have been required to acquire these data. The number of rigidity steps for each reaction were, thus, optimized to collect as much of the experimental distribution as possible while leaving sufficient time to maximize the number of reactions that could be studied in the experiment. The example of Fig. 2 , represents the only reaction studied where it was not possible to measure an additional rigidity step on the high-momentum side due the 4.0-Tm restriction of the S800 spectrograph.
Experimental inclusive momentum distributions and their corresponding best-fit distributions for several of the reactions studied in this work are presented in 6 He proton knockout residues (incident 7 Li beam at 80 MeV/u) measured at three settings of the magnetic rigidity (indicated). The vertical cut displayed in the data at ± 0.06 rad (± 3.5
• ) corresponds to the angular acceptance of the S800 spectrograph in the dispersive direction [14] . The difference between the theoretical and experimental data (for angles larger than 3.5
• ) was used to determine the acceptance correction to be applied to the data. most bound proton with S p ≈ 20 MeV, shows evidence in its high-momentum tail of the energy-momentum conservation imposed cutoff on the allowed momenta of the forwardtravelling residue. Kinematics place this limit at a momentum of 137 MeV/c above the peak position of the distribution in this case. The highest-momentum data points are consistent with a sharply cut-off eikonal distribution and the experimental momentum resolution, which is of order 1%. Based on the eikonal momentum distribution, this kinematics cutoff suggests a 10% reduction in the predicted theoretical yield. A more dramatic example of this kinematics effect has been seen in a recent strongly bound nucleon removal data set taken using a lower-energy beam [19] . The ( 10 C, 9 C) mirror reaction at 120 MeV/u, the lower right panel, where the neutron separation energy is 21.3 MeV, shows no such effect, as is expected from a kinematics calculation at this higher energy. Inclusive cross sections derived from the integral of the best-fit functions and results, for all reactions, are those provided in Table I .
III. EIKONAL REACTION MODEL
Single-nucleon knockout refers to direct reactions in which a nucleon is removed from near the surface of a fast-moving projectile in a collision with a light target nucleus. For such fast surface-grazing collisions the reaction dynamics can be calculated, making use of the sudden and eikonal approximations [20] [21] [22] that are appropriate for high-energy projectiles and reactions dominated by small-angle scattering and forward traveling reaction products [22] . Within the eikonal model, theoretical cross sections σ th (I π ) for the removal of a single nucleon with spherical quantum numbers (n, l, j ) from a projectile with mass number A, producing the mass A − 1 residue in a final state I π at an excitation energy E x , can be expressed as
Here S n is the ground-state-to-ground-state nucleon separation energy and S n + E x is the effective separation energy to dσ/dp // (mb / (0.03 GeV/c)) N , with N = 1 for p-shell nuclei, is applied when using shell-model spectroscopic factors C 2 S [22] . The inclusive cross sections are the sums of these σ th (I π ) for all particle-bound final states. The single-particle cross sections σ sp are the sums of independent calculations for the stripping and diffractive nucleon removal mechanisms. Stripping, or inelastic breakup, is the dominant contribution to the singleparticle cross section. It describes events where the removed nucleon interacts inelastically with the target exciting it from its ground state. The diffractive or elastic component accounts for events that remove a nucleon from the projectile via an elastic interaction with the target. Through an exclusive measurement that also detected the removed protons following proton knockout reactions from 9 C and 8 B, it was demonstrated that this reaction model successfully described the relative contributions of the stripping and diffractive mechanisms to the inclusive cross sections [12] .
These stripping and diffractive component calculations require consistent, reaction specific, nuclear structure inputs of two types: (i) The point neutron and proton densities of the mass A − 1 residual nuclei, used to generate the residue-target elastic S matrices, and (ii) the projectile and residue nucleus single-nucleon overlap functions, computed from their A-and (A − 1)-body wave functions. The nucleon-target S matrices are calculated using an assumed (generic) target density, and so the S matrices are common to all reactions on a given target at a given energy. The densities of the 9 Be and 12 C target nuclei were assumed to be of Gaussian form with root-mean-square (rms) radii of 2.36 and 2.32 fm, respectively, for all the reactions. The strength of the NN effective interaction used to construct the S matrices was modified from the free neutron-neutron and neutron-proton cross sections, the real-to-imaginary ratios of the NN forward-scattering amplitudes being interpolated (using a polynomial fit) from the values tabulated by Ray [23] .
The emphasis here is to take these two structure inputs from microscopic VMC calculations, which have been computed for all of the p-shell systems measured. For comparison purposes we also show the results when using the more conventional shell-model approach, as has been used for more massive projectiles where fully microscopic calculations are, as yet, not available. We first outline this more commonly used approach. It should also be pointed out that the factorization of the singlenucleon overlaps made in Eq. (1), to give a spectroscopic factor and a single-particle cross section computed with a normalized radial wave function, while natural for the shell-model approach is simply one of convenience for the VMC overlaps. We choose to continue to separate the overlap function and its norm (the spectroscopic factor) in this way to assist in our discussion of the dominant changes introduced when using the VMC and their origin in terms of the overlap strengths (the spectroscopic factors) and their geometries (their rms radii), as will be discussed below.
A. Shell-model approach
As in analyses for heavier projectile nuclei [24] , the following nuclear structure information was used. (a) The 024315-5 residues' point neutron and proton densities were obtained from spherical Hartree-Fock calculations using a Skyrme force (the SkX interaction [25] ). (b) The projectile and residue overlap functions were obtained from the shell model, i.e., their spectroscopic factors, and their radial form factors were described by normalized eigenstates of a Woods-Saxon plus spin-orbit potential well with the depth constrained by the experimental S n + E x of Eq. (1). A fixed diffuseness parameter, of 0.7 fm, and spin-orbit interaction strength, of 6.0 MeV, were assumed throughout. The radius parameters of the Woods-Saxon wells, r SM , were determined from a fit to the rms radius of each nucleon single-particle orbital of interest, as calculated by the HF-SkX calculation. Because the rms radius of the nucleon's overlap wave function, R olap SM , plays a significant role in the determination of the single-particle cross section, see below and also Ref. [24] , its value must be consistently specified. Hence, our use of the same theoretical (HF) model to constrain this radius as was used to compute the densities required for the S-matrix evaluations. Our choice of the SkX Skyrme interaction was motivated by it having been fitted to a large body of data, including measured binding energies, charge radii, and single-particle energies [25] , and its success in reproducing properties related to the nuclear size, such as proton and neutron densities [26] and high-energy interaction cross sections [27] .
For completeness, the deduced Woods-Saxon radius parameters, r SM , the corresponding single-nucleon overlap rms radii, R olap SM , and the core/residual nuclei rms radii R core SM are collected in Table II . The single-particle cross sections derived from these shell-model (SM) inputs are also shown as σ sp SM . We reiterate that these calculations are presented largely for comparative purposes since, for the mass A 10 systems under investigation, aspects of the models used, for example, the HF mean field, are at the limits of their applicability.
B. Variational Monte Carlo approach
We now discuss the corresponding cross section calculations when taking the nuclear structure inputs from quantum variational Monte Carlo calculations. The VMC method, detailed below, provides state-of-the-art microscopic wave functions in these light p-shell nuclei, calculations being feasible presently up to 12 C. The VMC many-body wave functions are used to provide a revised and consistent set of microscopically derived residue densities and nucleon overlaps, expected to be superior to those of the truncatedspace shell model. Comparison between the two methods is nevertheless valuable in assessing the changes in spectroscopy and geometry that arise, which help determine the significance of remaining deviations from the measured cross sections.
The VMC calculations were based on the Argonne v 18 (AV18) two-body interaction [28] . As realistic two-nucleon forces are known to be insufficient for reproducing certain physical observables such as nucleon binding energies [1] , the addition of three-body interactions such as Urbana-IX (UIX) [29] or Illinois-7 (IL7) [30, 31] are required. Recent GFMC calculations using AV18 + IL7 are able to reproduce the experimental binding energies at the level of 1% [31] for A 7 nuclei. In terms of binding energies, full GFMC calculations are essential as their initial starting-point trial wave functions (these are the same wave functions that are used in the less computationally intensive VMC calculations) typically miss approximately 1.5 MeV for each nucleon added to the p shell [1] . This well-known binding-energy problem leads, for example, to the calculated VMC ground states of 6 Li and 6 He being unstable with respect to α + d and α + 2n breakup, respectively.
Whether the VMC calculations exactly reproduce experimental binding and separation energies is not a primary concern for our knockout reactions analysis. In all cases, TABLE II. Bound-state Woods-Saxon potential parameters r, a, separation energies (S E = S n + E x ), final-state spins I π , and total angular momenta j of the removed nucleon for each transition in the reactions set studied. The calculated rms radii of the residual nuclei (R core ) and wave-function overlaps (R olap ) and the resulting single-particle cross sections σ sp are shown for both the shell-model (SM) and variational Monte Carlo (VMC) structure inputs to the reaction calculations. In all SM calculations, a SM was fixed at the value 0.7 fm.
Reaction
Energy Woods-Saxon eigenstate representations (fits) to the numerical VMC overlaps are constrained by the known experimental separation energies. However, it is important that the calculations demonstrate reasonable quantitative agreement with spectroscopic quantities and observables related to the nuclear size. In this regard, the VMC and GFMC results are nearly equivalent. Differences of typically 10% and less have been obtained on quantities such as spectroscopic factors and asymptotic normalization coefficients (ANC) [31, 32] and the VMC wave functions are constrained to reproduce available rms radii [1] . For example, good agreement has been obtained between VMC and GFMC calculations for experimental measurements of charge radii in 6 He and 8 He [4] , spectroscopic factors obtained from low-energy nucleon transfer [6] [7] [8] and highenergy (e, e p) reactions [9] , charge radii and electromagnetic moments in A 9 Li isotopes [33] , and electromagnetic form factors [34] .
As was detailed earlier, two structure inputs are needed to incorporate the VMC model into the reaction formalism. The first inputs are the point nucleon densities of the residual nuclei, used to compute the residue-target S matrices. The VMC numerical values are used. Because the VMC densities are constrained to reproduced available experimental rms radii [1] , we neglect the uncertainties on these residue rms radii in comparison with those on the VMC overlap functions, that are discussed in detail below. These VMC rms matter radii of the residues, R core VMC , are collected in Table II . The second inputs are the single-nucleon radial overlaps. As was already indicated, not all of the computed VMC overlaps have the correct physical separation energy and, hence, do not have the correct large-r asymptotic forms. We adopted the following procedure. Each numerical VMC radial overlap was fitted by an eigenstate in a Woods-Saxon potential well, the eigenstate having the required empirical separation energy and the same normalization (SF) as that of the VMC. Each fit required the determination of radius and diffuseness parameters, r VMC and a VMC . These Woods-Saxon parameters and the separation energy then determine the rms radius of the fitted VMC overlap, R olap VMC , the key component in the determination of the single-particle cross sections. Several representative overlap fits are shown in Fig. 6 and all results are provided in Table II . Following the discussion above, and also in Ref. [32] , since the radial forms of the VMC overlaps may not have the correct asymptotic form, only that part of the overlap from 0 and 5 fm was used for the fit and the determination of its uncertainties. The sensitivity of our deduced Woods-Saxon parameters to this particular choice of radius was investigated by fitting the overlaps from the origin out to different maximum radii. The details of these fits are reaction dependent. An example is shown in Fig. 7 for the case of the 10 Be| 9 Be + n overlap, where both the fitted Woods-Saxon parameters and the deduced rms radius of the overlap, R olap VMC , are seen to be essentially independent of the radial cutoff used. Statistical uncertainties on the fitted well parameters r VMC and a VMC naturally arise from the fact that the VMC overlaps are Monte Carlo generated. Uncertainties on the overlap rms radii R olap VMC and single-particle cross sections σ sp VMC were obtained by varying the r VMC and a VMC values by 1 standard deviation in the reaction-model calculations and combining the absolute differences from each in quadrature. Before comparing the experimental and VMC theoretical inclusive cross sections, that also involve the spectroscopic factors, it is useful for understanding the final cross sections to discuss the sensitivities of the single-particle cross sections shown in Table II . These sensitivities originate essentially from the structure-model-generated geometry rather than the spectroscopy of the reaction. Specifically, being surface dominated, the reactions are sensitive to the relative sizes of (a) the residual nucleus (that controls the radius at which strong absorption sets in and that leads to more complex channels) and (b) the removed nucleons' orbital motion in the projectile (that controls the probability for finding the nucleon outside of the region of strong absorption) that determines the removal reaction yield. The single-particle cross sections of Table II are correlated with these two sizes. This sensitivity is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the case of proton removal from 10 Be populating the Table II shows that the single-particle cross sections derived from VMC are, in most cases, larger than those of the HF-SkX methodology. This reflects, primarily, the generally increased rms radii of the VMC overlaps. The cross section changes are moderated in several cases by differences in the residue rms radii from the VMC and HF-SkX calculations. The differences in the tabulated cross sections can therefore be understood with reference to the dependencies shown in Fig. 8 .
We note that there are some significant differences between the rms radii of both residues, given by the VMC, and the single-nucleon overlaps, which we have fitted to the VMC, and those obtained from the Hartree-Fock-constrained approach. As was hinted earlier, these light projectiles have not yet established a well-developed mass A − 1 core of nucleons and are not expected to be well-described in the mean-field limit. The results presented in Table II reinforce this view strongly. This observation also has implications for the reaction model used, which leads to Eq. (1) and which assumes that the residual nucleus (the nonremoved nucleons) act as spectators and are not affected dynamically or excited during the collision. The validity of this approximation is untested for such light systems. To do so will almost certainly require exclusive final-states data and the generalization of the theoretical framework used here.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The single-particle cross sections of Table II , calculated using the formalism described in Sec. III, were combined with the spectroscopic factors from the nuclear-structure models to compute the theoretical cross sections using Eq. (1). The VMC spectroscopic factors are given by the norms of the VMC overlap functions. For the shell-model overlaps, spectroscopic factors were calculated using the the CohenKurath POT (CKPOT) effective interaction [35] . Comparisons of the theoretical and experimental inclusive cross sections are presented below, ordered with increasing mass number of the incident projectiles.
A. Knockout reactions from A = 7
The lightest nuclei investigated were from neutron and proton knockout from a 7 Li beam at 120 and 80 MeV/u, respectively. The initial motivation for studying these cases was driven by the existing data from the 7 Li(e, e p) 6 He reaction and its comparison to VMC calculations [9] . However, these cases turned out to be the most challenging, both experimentally and in the applicability of the eikonal reaction model. For neutron knockout to 6 Li the inclusive cross section was 30.7(18) mb, obtained from the fit shown in Fig. 5 . The lower beam energy for the proton knockout reaction was required to ensure that the magnetic rigidity of the 6 He residues did not exceed the 4.0-Tm limitation of the S800 spectrograph. Thus, proton knockout to 6 He offered the most significant experimental challenge as, with the reduction in beam energy coupled with the fact that it was the lightest case studied, there were appreciable losses due to the angular acceptance of the spectrometer. As described in Sec. II, these corrections amounted to 15% at central rigidities and up to 35% in the low-momentum tail. The experimental inclusive cross section was 13.3(5) mb. This is one of the smallest cross sections that has been measured for a single-nucleon knockout reaction. Most likely this reflects the structural differences between the 7 Li ground state, having a significant α-plus-triton cluster component, and the weakly bound two-neutron halo-like ground-state configuration in 6 He. From the perspective of the reaction model, these A = 7 knockout reactions are also challenging. The reaction model assumption that the residual nucleons act as a spectator and are not dynamically excited during the collision is a particular issue for the 6 He residue that is weakly bound and easily dissociated. The expectation is that theory will overestimate the proton removal cross section. Coupling to 6 He breakup channels is missing from the formalism and also from the 6 He-target S matrices used presently, so the 6 He ground-state survival probability is expected to be overestimated.
The theoretical cross sections for proton and neutron removal from 7 Li are shown in Table III . In the proton knockout only the 6 He(0 + ) ground state is bound and the theoretical cross sections to this state are 27 and 39 mb using the VMC and SM approaches, respectively. The main source of this (18) difference is the spectroscopic factor, 0.439 and 0.806, from the respective models. The VMC cross section is larger than the experimental value of 13.4(7) mb by about a factor of 2.
As described above, the well-known few-body-like dynamics of these lightest nuclei are absent from the spectator-core assumption of the reaction model, as currently formulated, and so do not allow quantitative conclusions to be drawn.
For neutron knockout to 6 Li the theoretical inclusive cross sections were obtained assuming that only the 1 + ground state and the 0 + excited state at 3. + state cross section is of order 40 mb, suggesting that the reaction model also overpredicts the cross sections to both 6 Li final states. A future measurement is planned to quantify these individual cross sections exclusively using coincident γ -ray spectroscopy.
B. Knockout reactions from A = 9
A study of the mirror reactions ( 9 Li, 8 Li) and ( 9 C, 8 B) was performed combining the present neutron knockout data from 9 Li and previous proton knockout data from 9 C. Cross sections from 9 C to 8 B were determined in two previous experiments at 100 MeV/u and the results, 56(3) mb [12] and 54(4) mb [36] , were in excellent agreement. In the present experiment, two independent inclusive cross-section measurements from 9 Li to 8 Li were performed at 80 MeV/u using two different target materials and thicknesses. For the Be and C targets the deduced inclusive cross sections were 55.6(29) mb and 63(4) mb, respectively. Parallel momentum distributions obtained using both targets and the resulting fits are presented in Fig. 5 .
For proton knockout from 9 C the calculated VMC inclusive cross section is 64.4(15) mb in reasonable agreement with the 56(3) mb obtained experimentally. For the mirror reaction, with neutron separation energy 4.06 MeV, the theoretical analysis included both the 2 + ground state and the boundexcited 1 + state at 981 keV in 8 Li. Differences between the VMC the SM spectroscopic factors (see Table IV ) result in a 20% difference in their cross sections, the VMC giving 78. 4(13) mb. This is to be compared to the experimental values of 55.6(29) mb and 63(4) mb from the Be and C targets.
In terms of mirror symmetry it is of particular interest that the measured ( + state spectroscopic factor is overpredicted. An exclusive measurement would be necessary to discriminate between these two possibilities. As is discussed below, a very similar observation was made for the A = 10 mirror reaction that was also studied.
C. Knockout reactions from A = 10
The ( 10 C, 9 C) and ( 10 Be, 9 Be) neutron knockout reactions were the main focus of an earlier study [10] . These reactions were performed using two different settings of the beam energy or the target materials to explore possible systematic effects and to ensure consistency of the final results. For neutron removal from 10 C, the cross section was measured using both Be and C reaction targets at 120 MeV/u. The neutron knockout from 10 Be was performed at beam energies of 80 and 120 MeV/u using the 9 Be reaction target. The influence of the choice of target and beam energy was found to have a minimal impact on the deduced experimental cross sections.
The ( 10 Be, 9 Li) proton knockout reaction, the mirror reaction to ( 10 C, 9 C), was also studied in the same experiment. This reaction was studied at 80 MeV/u on the 9 Be reaction target. The measured inclusive cross section from the parallel momentum distribution in Fig. 5 Similarly to the mass A = 9 mirror reactions, the ( 10 C, 9 C) and ( 10 Be, 9 Li) experimental cross sections, of 23.4(11) and 26.0(13) mb, are essentially identical. Although in this case the beam energies differed, cross-section changes between 80 and 120 MeV/u are small. The size of this effect was already shown in Table I, for ( 10 Be, 9 Be), performed at the two energies. These first mirror single-nucleon knockout reaction measurements have thus identified an interesting symmetry in the measured inclusive cross sections. As for the A = 9 nuclei discussion, an exclusive measurement is necessary to determine and understand these 9 Li final-state populations. It would also be desirable to extend the experimental data on mirror knockout reactions to additional and heavier systems.
V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A graphical comparison of the theoretical and experimental inclusive cross sections is presented in Fig. 9 for the seven reactions studied in this work. Reactions are organized according to projectile mass and the type (proton or neutron) of nucleon removed. The mass A = 9 and 10 mirror reactions are displayed in the center panels. The ( 7 Li, 6 Li) neutron knockout and ( 7 Li, 6 He) proton knockout reactions were the lightest projectile cases studied. The VMC structure inputs, included within the reaction model, were unable to describe the experimental inclusive cross sections quantitatively. While the VMC overlaps will take account of the major structural changes between the initial and final states, as, e.g., reflected in the large difference between in the VMC and SM spectroscopic factors for ( 7 Li, 6 He), the weakly bound cluster and halolike degrees of freedom of the 6 Li and 6 He residues are not present in the reaction dynamics description. This is a severe limitation of the present model description for such light and few-body systems. An exclusive cross-section measurement for the 0 + state population in 6 Li, when combined with the present measurement, could provide an additional probe of the role of mirror symmetry and the importance of (nonspectator) residue degrees of freedom in this case.
The measured cross sections for the mirror reaction pairs ( 9 C, 8 B)/( 9 Li, 8 Li) and ( 10 Be, 9 Li)/( 10 C, 9 C), the first such pairs studied with this technique, were found to be essentially identical in each mirror pair. This is a surprising result since, theoretically, the presence of an additional excited final state on the neutron-rich sides, i.e., in 8 Li and 9 Li, increases the calculated inclusive cross sections for these channels. For these cases, VMC predicts an additional 22 and 14 mb of cross section to these excited states in 8 Li and 9 Li, respectively. This additional excited states yield should have been observed in the experiment, based on the VMC spectroscopic factors. The ( 9 C, 8 B) and ( 10 C, 9 C) experimental cross sections were reasonably well reproduced by the VMC inputs. The nucleon separation energies for these latter cases are 1.3 and 21.3 MeV, respectively, corresponding to the two extremes in the present study. The differences between the VMC and SM inclusive cross sections are dominated by the spectroscopic factors calculated by these models.
This impact of the spectroscopic factors is also seen clearly in the ( 10 Be, 9 Be) channel. In Table II there are (geometric) differences between both the residue and overlap rms radii computed using the VMC and SM methods but, as was discussed using Fig. 8 , these differences then conspire to produce nearly identical values for the single-particle cross sections. The differences in the theoretical cross sections thus arise essentially from the different spectroscopic factors of 1.93 and 2.62 from the VMC and SM calculations, respectively. The experimental result for this case is in good agreement with VMC.
In general, the VMC densities and overlaps provide a reasonable agreement with many of the new data values. Specific cases that agree less well quantitatively are (a) the A = 7 cases, where the rather unique few-body cluster and halolike degrees of freedom of the residues are neglected in the reaction description and (b) the ( 9 Li, 8 Li) and ( 10 Be, 9 Li) cases, where the VMC calculations for the ground-state transitions are only a closer match with the experimental values. A more detailed assessment of the VMC-derived residue groundand excited-states spectroscopic factors in these cases would require the different particle-bound final-state yields to be measured exclusively.
VI. CONCLUSION
A systematic study of single-nucleon removal reactions from p-shell nuclei has been performed using intermediate-energy secondary beams. A detailed comparison was made of new experimental inclusive cross-section data with theoretical predictions based on variational Monte Carlo wave functions and structure inputs to the reactions. The reaction model was modified to accept the residue densities and projectileresidue overlaps calculated using the AV-18 two-body and UIX three-body interactions. The cross sections obtained using shell-model and Hartree-Fock structure inputs, as have been developed and used for more massive nuclei, were also presented for comparison purposes. The VMC calculations were found to provide a reasonable quantitative description of the experimental data for several reactions where nucleons with large separation energies were removed but did not describe some of the more weakly bound nucleon removal cases with comparable accuracy.
For the two pairs of mirror reactions, ( 10 C, 9 C)/( 10 Be, 9 Li) and ( 9 C, 8 B)/( 9 Li, 8 Li), the measured inclusive cross sections were found to agree for each pair. This is despite there being an additional bound state in the 8 Li and 9 Li residues that, given the theoretical spectroscopic factors, are predicted to be populated with significant additional cross section. Experimentally, it is of great interest to expand the study of these mirror reactions with exclusive measurements using γ -ray spectroscopy to compare the populations of the individual final states.
An extension of this work to knockout studies with the heaviest, mass A = 11 and 12, p-shell projectiles, including the exploration of mirror reactions using final-state exclusive measurements-in parallel to improvements in the ab initio nuclear-structure models-promise important steps towards an improved understanding of the microscopic structure of p-shell nuclei.
